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Abstract: Low-dimensional metal oxides-based electronic noses have been applied in various fields,
such as food quality, environmental assessment, coal mine risk prediction, and disease diagnosis.
However, the applications of these electronic noses are limited for conditions such as precise safety
monitoring because electronic nose systems have problems such as poor recognition ability of mixed
gas signals and sensor drift caused by environmental factors. Advanced algorithms, including
classical gas recognition algorithms and neural network-based algorithms, can be good solutions for
the key problems. Classical gas recognition methods, such as support vector machines, have been
widely applied in electronic nose systems in the past. These methods can provide satisfactory results
if the features are selected properly and the types of mixed gas are under five. In many situations,
this can be challenging due to the drift of sensor signals. In recent years, neural networks have
undergone revolutionary changes in the field of electronic noses, especially convolutional neural
networks and recurrent neural networks. This paper reviews the principles and performances of
typical gas recognition methods of the electronic nose up to now and compares and analyzes the
classical gas recognition methods and the neural network-based gas recognition methods. This work
can provide guidance for research in related fields.

Keywords: low-dimensional metal oxides; gas recognition algorithm; electronic noses; gas sensor
array; machine learning; deep learning

1. Introduction

Electronic nose systems have been developed for 40 years since Persaud et al. first put
forward an electronic nose based on biological olfactory senses in 1982 [1]. An electronic
nose system is a set of electronic equipment simulating animal or human olfactory systems
for the qualitative and quantitative composition of gas, also known as an artificial olfactory
system. The working procedure of the electronic nose shown in Figure 1 includes four pro-
cesses: data acquisition, data processing, model comparison, and identification decision [2].
With the great progress of core technologies, for instance, semiconductors, integrated cir-
cuits, and artificial intelligence, electronic nose technology has also been rapidly developed.
Based on low-dimensional metal oxides, very advanced electronic nose systems can be
developed [3–8]. The response mechanism of a metal oxide gas sensor includes three parts:
receiving, transducing, and utilization. The latest metal oxide sensitive layer is usually
made of low-dimensional metal oxide material, which has higher sensitivity, selectivity,
and response speed than a traditional metal oxide microstructure. Its working mechanism
is similar to the traditional metal oxide gas sensor. When the target gas is in contact with
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the sensitive layer, it causes a REDOX reaction, a change in concentration of the surface
adsorbed oxygen ion, thereby changing the charge state on the surface of the sensitive layer,
resulting in changes in the resistance value of the sensitive layer. Low-dimensional metal
oxides have a higher specific surface area and more surface active sites, so they can better
adsorb gas molecules and improve detection sensitivity. Low-dimensional metal oxide ma-
terials also typically have faster response and recovery due to their conductive properties
being affected by surface effects, thus, immediately changing resistance values upon the
adsorption of gas molecules to the surface, resulting in a faster response to the presence
of the target gas. An electronic nose can realize the rapid and accurate detection of a gas
mixture. They are widely applied in various fields, for instance, disease diagnosis [9–13],
food quality [14–16], environmental monitoring [17,18], coal mine risk assessment [19],
etc. A number of recent studies have shown that electronic noses can also be used in the
detection of COVID-19 [20–22].
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Early gas recognition methods usually used artificial sensory recognition, gas chro-
matography [23], and laser spectrum detection [24]. However, these methods have some
disadvantages, i.e., recognition accuracy is not high enough, or the volume of the instru-
ment is large, resulting in difficulty on many occasions. With the development of gas
recognition technology, the miniaturized electronic nose [25] has attracted much attention
from researchers because of its excellent portability and high recognition accuracy. How-
ever, the electronic nose system is also faced with two key problems: poor recognition
ability of mixed gas signals and sensor drift caused by environmental factors, which makes
it difficult to accurately identify multiple types of gas in a noisy environment. Sensor drift
is usually affected by ambient temperature and humidity, gas concentration, air pressure,
wind direction, and other factors. Generally speaking, sensor drift means that the measured
response data will change slowly and randomly, even if the gas sensor is under the same
external conditions. As time goes by, the degree of sensor drift will gradually deepen,
resulting in inaccurate gas sensor data obtained in the final measurement and certain errors,
which gradually reduces the accuracy of gas recognition [26]. The drift phenomenon caused
by sensor measurement of gas substances seriously hinders the development of electronic
nose technology; therefore, it is necessary to find a solution to sensor drift [27,28] so as to
accurately identify different kinds of gas.

The main step of gas recognition of the electronic nose is the data analysis process,
as shown in Figure 2. A typical data analysis process usually consists of three modules:
data preprocessing, feature extraction and feature selection, and pattern recognition algo-
rithm [29]. Among them, data preprocessing can be filtered by wavelet filter [30], Kalman
filter [31], Gaussian filter [32], Savitzky–Golay filter [33], or other filtering methods, aiming
to remove noise interference caused by environmental factors and sensor drift in signal
data, so as to make the data more standardized. At the same time, due to the particularity
of gas sensing signal data, they often have high dimensional characteristics, which can
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be reduced by Principal Component Analysis [34,35] or other feature extraction [36–38]
methods. Then, feature selection [39,40] is carried out from the task set and reduces the
computational complexity. Finally, classical gas recognition methods, such as support
vector machine [41,42], K-nearest neighbor [43], decision tree [44,45], genetic algorithm [46],
and other machine learning methods, are usually applied to classify different kinds of
gases. Meanwhile, experimental studies also compare the gas classification performance
of different machine learning algorithms [47–49]. Classical gas identification methods
generally have a relatively fixed frame and limited parameters, are easy to design, and
have been widely used.
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Over the years, with the development of artificial intelligence, deep learning-based
gas recognition methods have been proven to be more effective for electronic noses [50–52].
Deep learning methods [53] aim to learn the internal rules and representation levels of
sample data. The core idea is to realize pattern recognition of feature extraction of data
through multi-layer nonlinear transformation. In deep learning, the gas recognition models
shown in Figure 3 generally take the form of multi-layer neural networks. Multi-layer
neural networks can distort input space and make data classes linearly separable. The task
of the neural network is to minimize the value of the loss function using the gradient descent
method, obtain the optimal weight parameter of each layer of neurons, and, finally, achieve
convergence. The gas recognition method based on a neural network can automatically
learn the deep-level gas characteristics, which greatly reduces the intervention of artificial
feature extraction. The algorithm has good universality and high application value.
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This paper reviews the typical research results of gas recognition algorithms for
electronic nose systems up to now. The key points are (1) the classic gas recognition
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algorithms, (2) neural network-based gas recognition algorithms, and (3) a comprehensive
comparison of the performances of the above gas recognition algorithms. We hope that this
review paper will provide researchers with a comprehensive overview of gas recognition
algorithms for electronic nose systems.

2. Classical Gas Identification Algorithms
2.1. Classical Gas Recognition Algorithms

Over the years, a variety of classical gas recognition algorithms have been success-
fully applied in electronic nose systems [54]. Next, we will introduce these classical gas
recognition algorithms and comprehensively compare and analyze them.

The basic working mechanism of the classical gas recognition algorithm is to design
the features according to the waveform of the time series signal and discover the hidden
deep structure through the features. Feature extraction of gas sensing data can obtain
features with more resolution, abstractness, and invariance. Generally, the classical gas
recognition algorithms mainly include the following six algorithms.

(1) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is an unsupervised learning technique used to reduce the dimension of sample
data, increase interpretability, and minimize information loss at the same time [55]. In
2008, Sen et al. used PCA to distinguish 10 kinds of gaseous hydrogen sulfide (H2S) with
different concentrations, and the recognition accuracy was 100% [56]. In 2022, Khorramifar
et al. constructed an experimental electronic nose device and combined it with PCA for the
identification of grape varieties [57].

PCA is mainly used to reduce the dimension of data and reduce the computational cost
of the algorithm, which can remove certain noise. However, PCA is used in unsupervised
and linear cases, and it cannot distinguish the electronic nose data with categories and
nonlinear data. To some extent, this method limits the application of the sensor array
composed of metal oxide sensors, namely the electronic nose.

(2) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

LDA is a supervised learning technique that is used to project data into a low-
dimensional space and ensure that the intra-class variance of each category is small while
the mean difference between classes is large [58]. In 2006, Gomez et al. used behavioral
aroma information to evaluate different ripening states of tomato using PCA and LDA,
as shown in Figure 4a,b. For PCA, there were obvious differences between each group
and the other groups, except that the overlap degree between the half-ripe group and
the unripe group was relatively light. The LDA method was adopted to classify all the
different ripeness states of tomato [59]. In 2017, Choi et al. proposed an electronic nose
gas classification data reconstruction method based on subspace analysis, designed an
electronic nose system with stronger robustness to data errors, and enhanced the spatial
discrimination ability of PCA plus LDA [60]. In 2022, Palacin et al. successfully identified
complex aromas of caffeinated and decaffeinated espresso package types using LDA [61].
In the same year, Palacin et al. applied LDA to the electronic nose to classify two volatile
organic compounds, ethanol and acetone [62].

In recent years, PCA and LDA, two data dimension reduction methods, have been
successfully applied in gas identification to finally realize the classification and recognition
of different gases. However, LDA may over-fit the data and eventually lead to a decline in
gas identification accuracy.
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(3) Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is a supervised pattern recognition and machine learning method. It is a linear
classifier defined on the feature space with the largest interval, which realizes the opti-
mization of generalization ability under the condition of limited training samples [63]. Gas
recognition based on SVM is a mature theory and has been proven to be successful in many
practical applications. In 2010, Pardo et al. applied SVM to the recognition of electronic
nose data. In Figure 5, two separating hyperplanes are shown. The main idea of SVM is to
use specific hyperplanes to separate different classes and maximize classification spacing.
The interval refers to the distance from the classification hyperplane to the nearest point in
the data set [64].
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In 2017, Qiu et al. classified gases in fruit juice food additives using the SVM
method [65]. In 2021, Binston et al. applied the SVM method to the electronic nose
system to detect lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and other
lung diseases through changes in volatile organic compounds (VOC) in exhaled gases [66].
Furthermore, some improved SVMs, for instance, the Least Squares Support Vector Ma-
chine (LSSVM), have been applied to gas identification [67,68]. In 2015, Smulko et al.
successfully predicted gas concentration using a single gas sensor based on the LSSVM
method. The LSSVM method does not need to remove data noise, smooth data, or other
tedious data processing, which is an advantage of applying the LSSVM method to gas
recognition [67]. Researchers usually adopt two or more combined algorithms for better
gas classification and recognition accuracy. For example, in 2018, Chen et al. combined
PCA with SVM to monitor VOC produced in the ripening process of bananas to identify
different rims of bananas, with the highest recognition accuracy of 97.14% [69]. In 2019,
Shi et al. combined Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with SVM to identify beer odor
information and achieved a good classification performance of 96.67% in the test set [70].
In recent years, the SVM method has been successfully applied to electronic nose systems.
SVM is a novel small-sample learning method with a solid theoretical basis; therefore, it
can be widely used in small-sample electronic nose data. However, the SVM method is
sensitive to missing data, affecting the accuracy of gas recognition.

(4) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

KNN is a supervised learning algorithm. The KNN method is widely used in non-
parametric statistical methods for classification and regression due to its simplicity and
remarkable classification performance [71]. In 2019, Schroeder et al. used KNN to classify
several complex odors, including cheese, wine, and edible oil samples, with an identifica-
tion accuracy of 91% [72]. In addition, some improved KNNs, such as Fuzzy K-Nearest
Neighbor (F-KNN), are applied to gas recognition. In 2020, Mirzaee–Ghaleh et al. adopted
the F-KNN algorithm to identify fresh and frozen chicken with an accuracy of 95.83% [73].

In addition, researchers often combine KNN with other algorithms to achieve better gas
classification and recognition accuracy. For example, in 2018, Xu et al. used Kernel Principal
Component Analysis (KPCA) to extract the characteristics of nonlinear gas mixtures of
different components and combined it with KNN to recognize the target gases, with an
accuracy of 98.33%. The gas recognition flow chart based on KPCA and KNN methods
is shown in Figure 6. Firstly, the kernel matrix K is constructed from the training sample
set. KPCA is used to extract the features of all the training samples to train the KNN
classifier. Finally, the KNN algorithm is used to identify the features of test samples [74]. In
2021, Ji et al. used PCA and KNN to achieve qualitative and quantitative identification of
various toxin-making chemicals, providing a new approach for rapid online detection of
toxin-making chemicals sensors [4]. The KNN method can be applied to the classification
of nonlinear data, and its principle is simple. However, when the data dimension is very
high, the workload of computation is large. Samples that are close together may not belong
to the same category.
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(5) Decision Tree (DT)

DT is a non-parametric supervised learning method. It is a kind of decision judgment
model based on a tree structure. It classifies data sets through multiple condition discrimi-
nation processes and finally obtains the required results [75]. The most important feature of
a Decision Tree Classifier (DTC) is that it can decompose a complex decision judgment into
a series of simpler decisions that have good explanatory ability [76]. In 2011, Cho et al. used
decision tree methods of different tree models (C4.5 and CART) for the classification of
electronic nose data [44]. In 2012, Cho et al. adopted a pattern recognition technique based
on DT, as shown in Figure 7, to achieve the classification of explosive precursors and the
estimation of their concentrations, and the recognition accuracy was 93.75% [77]. In 2014,
Hassan et al. adopted the binary decision tree method for gas classification and considered
the difference in sensitivity of each pair of sensors in the multi-sensor array as the input at-
tribute of the tree. When the same concentration data were used in the training and testing
stages, the accuracy of the algorithm was 100%; when different concentration data were
used in the testing stage, the classification performance of the algorithm was 95.5% [78]. In
2016, He et al. used the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) feature extraction method
combined with the DT method to classify carbon monoxide, methane, and ethanol gases of
different concentrations. Considering that gas data usually contain more low-frequency
information than high-frequency information, STFT is used to extract the low-frequency
amplitude and is combined with a genetic algorithm to select the best features. Then, the
decision tree classifier is used to achieve gas classification, and better classification results
are obtained [79]. The time complexity of the DT algorithm is small and it can be used
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for electronic nose data with small samples. However, over-fitting occurs easily. For data
with inconsistent sample numbers in different categories, the result of DT is biased to those
features with more numerical values.
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(6) Random Forest (RF)

RF employs multiple decision trees to train and predict samples. That is to say, the
RF algorithm contains multiple decision trees, and the category of its output is deter-
mined by the many trees of the categories of individual decision tree output [80]. In 2018,
Wei et al. proposed a gas sensor array optimization method based on RF, which took Gini
importance as a new measure of sensor contribution to obtain the optimal sensor array.
CO, CH4, and their mixtures were classified from an initial array of six sensors, and the
recognition accuracy was 99.96% [81]. In 2020, Muhamad et al. adopted RF as a multi-
classification technique to identify multiple gas by-products, eventually achieving 96.4%
accuracy. As shown in Figure 8, multiple sets of data are obtained from the original training
data, multiple classifiers are established, and finally, a group of classifiers is connected to
build an effective combination classifier [82]. In 2022, Bogdal et al. adopted the random
forest method to identify fire debris with or without gasoline, and the algorithm performed
well. Compared with a convolutional neural network, the amount of training data and
training time required by the random forest method are significantly less [83].
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RF can handle high-dimensional and unbalanced data well, in general. However, it
may not produce a good classification for small-sample data. It is more complex than the
decision tree algorithm, and the calculation cost is higher.
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(7) Naive Bayes Model (NBM)

The Naive Bayes Model is a classification method based on Bayes’ theorem and
the assumption of independence of feature conditions. It is a probabilistic model with
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) topology that is suitable for expressing and analyzing
uncertain and probabilistic events [84]. In 2017, Wijaya et al. used the Naive Bayes classifier
to identify fresh beef and pork with 75% accuracy [85]. In 2019, Grodniyomchai B et al. used
the Naive Bayes classifier to identify odorless, beery, whiskey, and wine flavors with 100%
accuracy [86]. In 2022, Pan H et al. used the improved Naive Bayes method to identify air
leaks in coal mine boreholes with an accuracy of 98.9%. As shown in Figure 9, the traditional
NBM was improved using MDF theory and PCA, and the gas leakage identification model
of gas extraction boreholes was established. The new classifier eliminated the shortcomings
of the NBM that could not adapt to missing data and non-standard data and greatly
improved the classification ability of the model [87].

The NBM algorithm is simple and easy to implement, performs well on small-sample
data, and can handle multiple classification tasks. However, prior probability shall be
known, and it depends on the hypothesis in many cases. The hypothesis model can have
many cases; therefore, the prediction effect will be poor in some cases due to the hypothesis
prior model.
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(8) Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

ELM is a new fast-learning algorithm, which randomly initializes the input weight,
and analyzes it to determine the output weight of the network. It has few training pa-
rameters, fast learning speed, strong generalization ability, and other advantages. In 2017,
Jian et al. proposed Weighted Multiple Kernel Extreme Learning Machine (QWMK-ELM)
on the basis of ELM and compared it with classical classification methods, such as ELM,
KELM, KNN, SVM, and MLP. Experimental results show that the proposed QWMK-ELM
is superior to the above methods, not only in terms of accuracy but also in terms of gas
classification efficiency [88]. In 2017, Zhang et al. combined a Self-Expression Model
(SEM) and ELM to identify outliers in the electronic nose response, and a large number of
experimental results have proven the effectiveness of the proposed method [89].

In 2022, Wang et al. used SVM, ELM, and Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)
to quantitatively analyze six types of VOC. Among them, the ELM algorithm model
showed the best performance; the recognition accuracy was up to 99% in the five-fold
cross-validation. Figure 10 shows the schematic diagram of the integration model based
on BPNN, ELM, and SVM. The integrated model has good compatibility and scalability.
Using the pipeline module in sklearn, a series of data operations contained in the pattern
recognition in the electronic nose system are formed into a workflow for gas recognition.

ELM is a kind of feed-forward neural network with single-layer hidden nodes, wherein
the parameters of hidden nodes are randomly assigned without tuning operation, and
the output weights are usually learned in one step, which makes ELM classification more
efficient [90]. The hidden layer of ELM does not need iteration and has a fast learning
speed and good generalization performance. However, it only considers empirical risks
rather than structural risks, which may lead to the problem of over-fitting and reduce the
accuracy of gas identification.
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2.2. Analysis and Comparison of Classical Gas Recognition Algorithms

In Table 1, we summarize and compare the properties of classical gas recognition
algorithms for electronic nose systems. As can be seen from Table 1, the classical gas iden-
tification algorithms generally have fast training speeds and fine interpretability, though
sensitive to missing data.

It can be known from [4,56,59,74,79] that optimal gas recognition algorithms can be
selected according to the characteristics of sensor signal data when carrying out gas recog-
nition experiments. It is found from [50,67,68,73] that, in view of different gas recognition
scenarios, improved classical gas recognition algorithms can achieve better gas recognition
accuracy. According to [4,69,70,74,79], for specific gas recognition scenarios, the efficient
combination of two or more algorithms can realize the accurate recognition of different
types of gas. Many classical gas recognition algorithms, such as KNN and SVM, have
relatively fixed frames and few parameters; therefore, their model generalization ability
is not strong. As another example, the PCA method usually requires complex feature
engineering and dimensionality reduction of data; therefore, the steps are complicated,
and the application is limited. Moreover, in a complex real environment, the air humid-
ity and temperature are often not controlled; therefore, the accuracy of the classical gas
identification algorithm is greatly affected by the air temperature and humidity.
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Table 1. Comparison of the classical traditional gas identification algorithms.

PCA LDA SVM KNN DT RF NBM ELM

Property Unsupervised Supervised Supervised Supervised Supervised Supervised Unsupervised Unsupervised
Training speed Fast Fast Moderate Moderate Fast Moderate Moderate Fast

Demand for data Low Low Low High Low High Moderate Low
Robustness for noise Moderate Moderate Low High Moderate High Low Low

Sensitive to missing data Low Low Moderate Low Low Moderate Low Moderate
Interpretability Moderate Moderate High High Moderate High Moderate Moderate
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Since gas sensor data are usually represented as time series signals, it is necessary
to artificially design features according to the waveform of time series signals [68,69].
Moreover, for classical gas recognition algorithms, the quality of feature extraction will
directly affect the accuracy of final classification results, which leads to greater difficulty in
feature extraction of classical gas recognition algorithms and poor algorithm universality.
Research in [70–72] shows that the recognition accuracy of traditional gas recognition
algorithms (for example, SVM, KNN, etc.) is lower than that of gas recognition algorithms
based on neural networks (such as CNN, DCNN, etc.) for the same gas to be identified.

At the same time, because the real measurement environment of the electronic nose is
very different, the change in ambient temperature and humidity will affect the response of
the sensors. After investigation, the classical gas recognition algorithm cannot solve the
problem of sensor drift very well.

3. Neural Network-Based Gas Recognition Algorithms
3.1. Neural Network-Based Gas Recognition Algorithms

For complex gas identification tasks, neural networks usually can perform better
compared with classic ones. Compared with classical gas recognition algorithms, neural
networks achieve higher gas recognition accuracy by adjusting their network layers, the
number of neurons in each layer, the activation functions of neurons, and the hyperpa-
rameters, etc. Generally speaking, the more learning samples a neural network has, the
stronger its generalization ability and classification recognition performance will be. Below
are some progress of typical neural network-based gas recognition algorithms.

3.1.1. Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)

As shown in Figure 11, BPNN is a multi-layer feed-forward feedback neural network
composed of an input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. By adjusting the weight
between each layer, it can realize any nonlinear mapping from input to output. Moreover,
the weight between each layer is optimized using the back propagation learning algorithm;
therefore, it is called the back propagation neural network [91,92].
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In 2013, Sunny et al. used BPNN and Average Slope Multiplication (ASM) to effectively
classify different kinds of gases, and the classification accuracy was 100%. They built a
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new model combining ASM and PCA algorithms to improve the BPNN algorithm. By
preprocessing the data with the ASM algorithm, more effective dynamic response features
can be extracted from the original response, and the quality of the data processed with ASM
technology is greatly improved, giving the BPNN algorithm higher accuracy [93]. In 2019,
Gu et al. used BPNN to classify and predict the species and quantity of Aspergillus in rice,
and the recognition accuracy was 96.4% [52]. In 2021, Chu et al. adopted BPNN to recognize
11 mixture gases with an accuracy of 100% [94]. In 2013, Benrekia et al. developed an
original gas recognition system for industrial gas classification. The BPNN-based classifier
can effectively classify five industrial gases [95].

After carefully checking the progress of the BPNN algorithm in metal oxide sensors-
based electronic noses in recent years, we conclude that, although the BPNN algorithm
has an excellent performance in classification accuracy, it needs to train a large number
of parameters due to its complex network structures. Therefore, it often requires a large
amount of calculation when solving complex gas classification problems, resulting in long
training time. In order to improve the performance of BPNN algorithms for electronic
noses, it is also necessary to optimize the number of layers and parameters of the network.
In most cases, combining the BPNN algorithm with other algorithms is a good route to
make up for the shortcomings of the BPNN algorithm.

3.1.2. Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFNN)

As shown in Figure 12, RBFNN consists of an input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer. The weights between the input layer and the hidden layer are all set to 1, and
the activation function of the hidden layer uses the radial basis function. The weights
between the hidden layer and the output layer can be changed through training as in
a normal neural network. RBFNN is a feed-forward neural network with unique best
approximation, simple design, strong generalization ability, strong input noise resistance,
and strong online learning ability [96]. It has been proven that RBFNN can approximate
any continuous nonlinear network with any accuracy, and it is widely used in the fields
of function approximation, speech recognition, pattern recognition, image processing,
automatic control, and fault diagnosis.
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In 2017, Jiang et al. proposed an active learning algorithm that effectively combined
Query By Committee (QBC) and RBFNN into the electronic nose, achieving good clas-
sification and recognition accuracy of indoor pollutants such as toluene, formaldehyde,
and benzene [97]. In 2018, Zhang et al. proposed an oil and gas pipeline defect recog-
nition model based on the RBFNN model and adopted the Improved Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithm (IPSO-RBFNN) to select the optimal parameters, finally achieving
a higher recognition accuracy. The model adopts entropy-based population initialization,
uses dynamically adjusted inertia weight and improved learning factor to improve PSO,
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and effectively solves the problems of traditional IPSO, such as long search time and
easy-to-capture local minimum [98].

Considering the application of the RBFNN algorithm in the electronic nose, it effec-
tively avoids the local optimum problem of the BPNN algorithm, and its strong robustness
and online learning ability can also improve the performance of the electronic nose. How-
ever, RBFNN and BPNN algorithms share the same shortcomings. They require a large
amount of data to complete the training of network parameters; therefore, optimizing
the network model and completing the training with fewer data and faster time becomes
particularly important.

3.1.3. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

CNN is widely used in the field of image recognition, and it is inspired by the natural
visual perception mechanism of biology. As shown in Figure 13, it is usually composed of
one or more convolution layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. Peng et al. first
applied CNN to gas identification in 2018. They designed a Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) with up to 38 layers that identified four different odors with 95.2%
accuracy [99]. In 2019, Pan et al. proposed a new method combining hybrid CNN and
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to quickly identify four different gases, with the highest
accuracy of 98.28% [100].
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In 2020, Wang et al. proposed an optimized DCNN, which uses a special strip 1D
kernel in the convolutional layer and pooling layer, as shown in Figure 14, and has an
accuracy rate of 87.56% for the classification of various Chinese herbal medicines [102].
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In 2021, Ma et al. proposed a new method combining a dynamic response graph with
a Deep Learning Model (DLM), and the recognition accuracy of 10 VOCs was 92% [103].
In 2021, Xiong et al. combined CNN with Spiking Neuron Networks (SNN) to identify
the mixed odor of spoiled food and rotten fruit, with an average test accuracy of 84.5%
and 88.6%, respectively [104]. In 2022, Zhao et al. proposed a new One-Dimensional Deep
Convolutional Neural Network (1D-DCNN). This method has an algorithm based on a
multi-label method, which can fully and automatically extract and classify the features of a
gas mixture with an accuracy of 96.3% [105].

In 2022, Sharma et al. designed an effective and reliable gas hazard monitoring
system by combining a filter based on Dempster–Shafer Evidence Theory (DSET) with
a One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1DCNN) classifier, which solved a
problem in underground coal mines and mining operations. However, the accuracy of gas
classification may be affected by the failure of gas sensors due to the harsh environment.
By fusing DSET and 1DCNN, the classification accuracy reached 99.6%, even in the case
of partial sensor failure [106]. In 2022, Feng et al. proposed Augmented Convolutional
Neural Network (ACNN). The ACNN model is a constantly updated machine-learning
framework that automatically converts time-varying gas signals into multidimensional
characteristic matrices. Then, the knowledge of the existing model is extended with the
incremental data through internal parameter tuning, and the model deviation is further
compensated with an external adjustment module on the basic CNN classifier. Finally, the
pattern recognition method can solve the problem of gas identification for a long time with
high accuracy, and it can deal with the sensor drift problem well [101]. In 2022, Sun et al.
combined the gas sensor array with the CNN pattern recognition model to identify the
freshness of refrigerated tilapia, with an accuracy of 92.31% [107].

It can be seen that the CNN algorithm can automatically extract data features and has
a better application effect in the metal oxide sensor array. Both in terms of classification
accuracy and training speed, the CNN algorithm has more advantages than the traditional
machine learning and BP neural network. At the same time, as mentioned in article [105],
the CNN algorithm can also maintain a very high accuracy under strong interference.
However, when using a gradient descent algorithm to train CNN, the training results are
easy to converge to the local minimum rather than the global minimum, and the selection of
pooling layer parameters will also directly affect the final classification accuracy. Therefore,
to improve the performance of the metal oxides-based electronic nose, the CNN algorithm
should adopt more efficient trainers or be combined with other algorithms, automatically
extracting more valuable features from small data.

3.1.4. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

On the basis of traditional neural networks, RNN introduces state variables to store
past information and set weights and output results together with the current input. This
optimization allows RNN to handle timing information better. Although RNN can deal
with certain short-term dependencies, it cannot deal with long-term dependencies. When
the sequence is long, it is difficult for the gradient at the back of the sequence to propagate
back to the previous sequence, which leads to the problem of gradient disappearance. In
order to improve the computing efficiency of RNN and avoid gradient disappearance,
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber proposed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) in 1997. Its
structure is shown in Figure 15. By adding an input gate, forgetting gate, and output gate,
a sigmoid function was introduced and combined with the tanh function. The possibility
of gradient vanishing and gradient explosion is effectively reduced [108].
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In 2019, Wang et al. proposed a cyclic neural network based on LSTM to solve the
problem of chemical sensor drift. This technology can better mine the deep information
of sensor drift signals, replace manual extraction, and more accurately match complex
nonlinearity. The proposed LSTM prediction model can predict the baseline and drift of
chemical sensors in the long term and accurately [110]. In 2021, Zou et al. used RNN to
classify six gases, with an average accuracy of 95% [111]. In 2021, Zhang et al. proposed
a new gas recognition and concentration estimation model based on a many-to-many
long short-term memory-recurrent neural network (LSTM-RNN) and dynamic wavelet
convolutional neural network and realized the recognition of carbon monoxide, hydrogen
gas, and carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas mixture with accuracy close to 100% [109].
In 2021, Kwon et al. proposed a gas detection system based on RNN and prepared a gas
sensor for detecting nitrogen dioxide and hydrogen sulfide using In2O3 films as sensing
materials. The RNN algorithm mentioned in this paper has better gas classification accuracy
than other algorithms, even when using fewer input neurons and smaller arrays, which
makes the RNN algorithm with small arrays more suitable for low-power metal oxide
sensors [112]. In 2021, Bakiler et al. used the method of LSTM-RNN to extract the features
of gas data signals, realizing the classification of carbon monoxide, ethylene, ethanol, and
methane with the highest accuracy of 90.8%. Compared with other traditional pattern
recognition methods, the accuracy has been greatly improved [113].

The RNN algorithm correlates the information of time series by adding memory units.
This feature allows the RNN algorithm to use fewer data and extract more effective features;
therefore, the RNN algorithm is widely used in fast gas identification. However, it should
be noted that the problem of gradient disappearance easily occurs when using the RNN
algorithm, resulting in a poor model training effect.

3.1.5. Spiking Neural Network (SNN)

SNN is a new generation artificial neural network model derived from biological
inspiration, which is the most reasonable neuronal model in biology. It is used to capture
the observed information dynamics among real biological neurons and represent and
integrate multiple information dimensions [114]. As shown in Figure 16, different from
classical neural networks, neurons in pulsed neural networks are not activated in every
iteration propagation but only when their membrane potential reaches a certain threshold.

The model structure is shown in Figure 17. This structure mimics the basic structure
of the mammalian olfactory system. The network consists of three layers: the olfactory
neuron layer, the mitral valve cell layer, and the granular cell layer. The olfactory neuron
layer converts chemical information about odors into electrical information and sends this
information to the mitral valve cell layer. The mitral valve cell layer and granulosa cell layer
perform signal processing and initial odor recognition. The granulosa layer is an inhibitory
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cell that helps modify signaling and sorting. The connections between different olfactory
neuron layers are considered to be transverse connections, while the connections between
olfactory neuron layers and mitral valve cell layers are considered to be feed-forward
connections [115].
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In 2015, Sankho et al. applied SNN to the odor classification of orthodox black tea
with the highest accuracy of 94.68% [116]. In 2016, Jing et al. combined SNN and SVM
to classify seven kinds of liquor with an accuracy rate of 93%, which was an obvious
improvement compared with that of LDA/SVM/BPNN, three traditional pattern recogni-
tion algorithms [115]. In 2022, Han et al. used SNN to analyze complex mixed signals to
identify odor sources, and the classification accuracy reached 98.25%. Meanwhile, SNN
has achieved a good energy-saving effect compared with a traditional electronic nose
using deep neural network algorithms [117]. In 2021, Kwon et al. proposed an artificial
olfactory system based on SNN and field effect transistors-type gas sensors to realize rapid
and reliable detection of toxic gases. Only the first 5 s of response data from 12 sensors
were used, and the error rate of SNN in predicting nitrogen dioxide and hydrogen sulfide
concentrations was less than 3% [118].

Considering the use of the SNN algorithm for metal oxide sensors, we conclude
that the SNN algorithm has stronger robustness in that gas data can be easily affected by
temperature, humidity, and other environmental effects, and the SNN algorithm can deal
with the data drift problem of metal oxide sensors well. However, since the framework of
SNN algorithms is not yet perfect, SNN for gas identification has many challenges in terms
of accuracy and design complexity.
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3.2. Analysis and Comparison of Gas Recognition Algorithms Based on Neural Network

In Table 2, we summarize and compare the gas recognition algorithms based on neural
networks. From Table 2, it can be found that RBFNN, CNN, and SNN have faster training
speeds, and CNN, RNN, and SNN have stronger noise robustness. Generally speaking,
with enough training samples, the gas recognition algorithm based on a neural network
usually has higher gas recognition accuracy than the classical one. The algorithms can
be optimized by adjusting their network layers, the number of neurons in each layer,
the activation function of neurons, and hyper-parameters so as to achieve higher gas
recognition accuracy.

Table 2. Comparison based on neural network gas identification algorithms.

BPNN RBFNN CNN RNN SNN

Property Unsupervised Supervised Supervised Supervised Unsupervised/Supervised
Training speed Slow Fast Fast Moderate Fast

Demand for data Moderate Moderate High Low High
Robustness for noise Moderate Moderate High High High

Sensitive to missing data Low Low Low Low Low
Interpretability High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

It is found from the studies in [93,94,101,104] that neural networks such as BPNN,
CNN, RNN, SNN, RBFNN, etc., have advantages in gas recognition accuracy and the
number of gas types. One critical reason is that when the data size is large enough, the
classical gas recognition algorithms will encounter a recognition performance bottleneck in
the case of limited parameters and a relatively fixed frame, but the gas recognition accuracy
based on neural networks can be further improved. At the same time, the accuracy of the
classical gas recognition algorithms depends very much on the quality of feature extraction
of data. It is found that the classical gas recognition algorithms can achieve good accuracy
under the limited small sample types. However, with the increase in gas recognition
types, the accuracy of the classical gas recognition algorithm declines. When more than
five kinds of gas are identified, the classical gas recognition algorithm cannot give good
classification results. However, the neural network-based gas recognition algorithms also
have good accuracy when more than 10 kinds of gas are classified. Because the neural
network algorithms have stronger learning ability, i.e., they usually have enough sample
data to train the neural network, gas recognition can achieve higher classification accuracy.

At the same time, neural network-based gas recognition algorithms can achieve higher
classification accuracy and faster training speed by selecting proper optimizers when
training the network. Classical optimizers in the past include the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) method, which randomly selects one sample each time. Although it enables
the parameter updating speed to reach the optimal value more quickly, the frequent
updating of the SGD method sometimes causes serious shock to the loss function. In
recent years, with the continuous development of deep learning, more and more excellent
optimizers have been designed, among which Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) has the
advantages of simple implementation, efficient calculation, and few memory requirements.
At the same time, the learning rate can be automatically adjusted during the training process.
The emergence of the Adam optimizer makes the training of the model more efficient.
In [110], the author successfully applied the Adam optimizer in the deep convolutional
neural network of the training electronic nose, making the whole training process of the
model more efficient.

4. Conclusions

This paper reviews the gas recognition methods in metal oxide-based electronic noses,
including the classical and neural network-based algorithms, and analyzes and compares
the performance of different gas recognition algorithms. It is found that the classical gas
recognition algorithms are simple to implement and have obvious advantages in classifying
small-sample data. However, classical gas recognition algorithms usually require complex
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feature engineering, which requires dimensionality reduction, feature extraction and feature
selection of data, etc.; therefore, the steps are complicated, and the application is limited.
In contrast, neural network-based gas recognition algorithms usually have higher gas
recognition accuracy than classical ones. Neural network-based gas recognition algorithms
can be optimized by adjusting their network layer structures, the number of neurons in
each layer, and the activation function of neurons and hyperparameters to achieve higher
gas recognition accuracy. At the same time, the gas recognition model based on a neural
network has better anti-interference ability and stronger robustness.

In the future, a lighter and more efficient gas recognition model will be constructed
and applied to different scenarios to realize the wide application of metal oxides-based
electronic nose systems.
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